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Abstract 

Many companies acknowledge the threat from global carbon emissions and how it affects climate 

change. Despite the continuous warnings, many organizations lack the necessary and 

recommended action plans that can hamper their negative impact on the environment. One of the 

managerial tools that companies use globally in order to work proactively and strategically on 

issues related to the environment, is to set up carbon reduction targets. With time companies have 

in-house strategies on how to reach the carbon reduction targets by creating a roadmap of cutting 

measures. Unfortunately, the majority of companies do not have carbon reduction targets that are 

in line with what science think is needed to avoid contributing to global warming. Nonetheless, 

forward-thinking early adopters have been using “science-based” methods to challenge the status 

quo by developing ambitious carbon targets that are in line with today’s best carbon science.  

This qualitative research investigates the challenging steps from setting a long-term carbon target, 

using the guidelines and methods presented by the Science-based target initiative. With an 

exploratory research approach, a case study was conducted at a global leader in appliance 

manufacturing and industry leader within sustainability. The data was gathered by using semi-

structured interviews combined with observational findings with a focus to examine how carbon 

targets emerge in a situated organizational setting. The interviewee's representatives come from 

two categories, internal company representatives and, external companies that have used the 

guidelines to set science-based carbon targets. For manufacturing firms, the findings from 

investigating three steps of the process: calculating the base-year, target integration and predicting 

future technology development. Calculating the base-year was identified as the most challenging 

step.  

The empirical findings helped build an understanding of the different dimensions that facilitate 

corporate sustainability management. This research has helped to contribute to the lack of 

empirical findings within the carbon management and carbon target area. Specifically, the science-

based carbon target topic.  
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Sammanfattning 

Många företag har idag uppmärksammat det globala hotet från de enorma utsläppen av koldioxid 

och dess drivande roll i framtidens klimatförändringar. Trots att många företag kontinuerligt 

arbetar mot att minska sina koldioxidutsläpp, saknar många de nödvändiga handlingsplanerna för 

att hämma deras negativa påverkan på miljön. Ett av verktygen företag globalt har för att arbeta 

med proaktivt och strategiskt i frågor som rör miljö, är att sätta upp koldioxidreduktionsmål. Men 

tyvärr har flertalet av företagen idag mål som inte ligger i linje med vad vetenskapen anser är 

nödvändigt för att undvika den framtida globala uppvärmningen. Vad ett företag bidrar med har 

visat sig ofta bygga på okunskap och är därför hamnar sällan målen i linje med vad naturen 

efterfrågar. För att utmana detta problem har några banbrytande företag använt sig av metoder som 

kallas "science-based". Dessa metoder är en samling ramverk för att skapa långsiktiga 

koldioxidreduktionsmål som bättre ligger i linje med vad forskningen tror är nödvändigt för att 

undvika den globala uppvärmningen. 

 

Denna kvalitativa studie undersöker hur ett tillverkningsföretag skapar långsiktiga 

koldioxidreduktionsmål genom att använda vetenskapligt baserade metoder. En explorativ 

fallstudie genomfördes hos en global ledare inom tillverkning av vitvaror och hushållsapparater 

och, som även är branschledare inom hållbarutveckling. Uppgifterna samlades in genom att 

använda halvstrukturerade intervjuer i kombination med observationer med fokus på att undersöka 

målsättningsprocessen i ett företags miljöer. De intervjuade kommer från två kategorier, 

representanter inom företaget och, externa företag som redan har använt dessa ramverk för att 

skapa vetenskapligt baserade koldioxidreduktionsmål. 

 

Resultaten visar att för tillverkningsföretag finns det tre utmanande steg: att beräkna basåret, 

målintegration och förutspå nödvändig framtida teknikutveckling. De empiriska fynden bidrar till 

att skapa en bättre förståelse kring hur företag idag arbetar med att sätta upp 

koldioxidreduktionsmål med fokus på att använda ”science-based” ramverken.  

 

Nyckelord - Koldioxidhantering, Koldioxidpolicy, Corporate Sustainability, Klimatförändring, 

Koldioxidmål, Koldioxidstrategi, Långsiktiga koldioxidmål, Science-Based Targets, Science-

Based Target’s Initiative, Koldioxidforskning, Koldioxidberäkning  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the theoretical background, the purpose, the goal of the project and, the 

methods used to gather the information necessary to reach the goal. This is all described to provide 

the reader with a good understanding of the conducted work. 

1.1 Climate change 

The phrase climate change has become one of the topics that are starting to earn its place in the 

spotlight. The global carbon emission has been steadily increasing throughout the last decade, with 

an all-time peak in carbon emissions in 2010 as presented in the (IPCC, 2014). If nothing is done, 

this trajectory will keep the emissions on an increasing path. Already by 2030, this trajectory will 

result in catastrophic climate impacts from the irreversible global warming. Stating that, the carbon 

emissions must be reduced by 80% until 2050 (IPCC, 2014). To avoid these irreversible impacts, 

researchers have proposed that staying well below an average 2ºC increase in global temperature 

increase by 2050 will best limit the global warming (UNEP, 2015).  

 

Wishful ignorance suddenly got transformed into a collaborative effort towards a better future 

when the awareness on climate change was brought up during the COP21 conference in Paris 

2015. The resulting “Paris agreement” is the milestone towards an end to this global threat. It 

signifies nearly 200 countries agreeing on a collaborative effort to break the emission trajectory 

towards global warming. The agreement means to hold the global increase in average temperature 

well below 2ºC, with the aim to end the fossil fuel era. The future of businesses will be feeling the 

agreements after-effects that may result in these governmental actions being turned into new future 

regulations. Towards this future, companies can a have a crucial role in helping the acceleration 

of the development in terms of low-carbon technology and, its deployment. Therefore, the 

agreement encourages companies to show commitment towards the low-carbon future (Wei D, 

2016). 

1.2 Electrolux extends its carbon commitment 

Electrolux is a leading global appliance manufacturer. Electrolux has taken strong positions 

worldwide from offering complete solutions for both consumers and professional users. With a 

vision to be the best appliance company in the world, a crucial part of their strategy involves 

sustainability as a part of their profitable growth. Electrolux drives an ambitious sustainable 

development and is an industry leader in sustainability as described by Electrolux in their 

published information on their web page (Electrolux Group, 2017). 

 

Electrolux’s current profile reflects a world leader on climate action, together with an ambitious 

carbon target towards 2020. This is a response to the COP21 Paris agreement to help reduce the 

global carbon emissions. Electrolux will contribute to the issue through keep producing better and 

more efficient products. Developing energy efficient products helps to limit the total carbon impact 

related to the consumer’s use of the product throughout its lifetime. Electrolux points out that the 

biggest part of their products footprint comes from when the products are being used, and not from 

the manufacturing and disposed gods. With over 80% of the total emissions being an indirect result 

of the energy consumed during the use phase of their sold products. Electrolux drives this 

ambitious carbon target to reduce their products total emissions by 50% over a 15-year period 

(Electrolux Group, 2017).  
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In an additional support to the Paris agreement, Electrolux will expand its environmental strategy 

by committing to the Science-Based Targets Initiative (Electrolux Group, 2017). The initiative is 

a multi-partnership created to guide and promote best practice in setting “science-based” carbon 

targets. A science-based target is an ambitious long-term carbon target, derived from methods that 

follow today’s best carbon science (Science-Based Targets Initiative, 2016). To participate, a 

company submits a carbon reduction target created from using one of the initiative’s proposed 

“science-based” methods. The methods then tie the carbon target to global warming by using the 

emission trajectory needed to stay well below 2ºC. Resulting in a carbon target that is not only 

related to the company but also communicating a commitment to a real-world problem. However, 

this might only align rather than ensuring that the company’s carbon emissions are kept under the 

expected 2ºC trajectory. With a fully submitted and approved target, the overall goal is to stay well 

below the 2ºC by reducing a company’s annual absolute carbon emissions. Which, in the long-run, 

together with other committing companies can contribute to limit the future increase in global 

temperatures (Science-Based Targets Initiative, 2016).  

1.3 Rationale for research 

When it comes to how companies are managing their responsibility towards nature, previous 

research shows that the recent efforts are not enough to challenge their negative impact on nature 

(Mårtensson and Westberg, 2016). Looking back in 2015, the vast majority of carbon managing 

companies had a carbon reduction target and, had acknowledged that the world we live in can no 

longer be a runaway problem for business (CDP, 2015). Inevitably, more companies will 

acknowledge the critical need for a combined effort towards carbon reduction since, the 

projections towards global warming is affecting all of the nature’s stakeholders including business 

(IPCC, 2014). However, only a handful of the top carbon reporting companies was found to have 

a relevant long-term target aligning with the needed 2ºC trajectory (CDP, 2015). Companies need 

the best available guidance to ensure that their carbon target is consistent with the pace 

recommended by carbon science. It should be kept in mind that setting a carbon target that follows 

the emissions trajectory is by itself an ambitious endeavor according to (UNEP, 2015), (Wei D, 

2016), (IPCC, 2014), (We mean business, 2016), (United Nations, 2016). 

Nonetheless, this Science-based approach has guided over a dozen companies towards setting a 

long-term target that follows the 2ºC trajectory and, still has an increasing number of companies 

signing up (Science-Based Targets Initiative, 2016). Moreover, from having companies not only 

showing commitment but also having targets guided by science best-guess. This approach could 

be used to challenge the lack of ambition seen in the previous targets and, to provide guidance to 

those who want to commit to climate change. Previous efforts might have been lacking in ambition 

for other reasons resulting in an ambiguous understanding but, the crucial need for ambitious 

carbon targets remain. The initiative's overall goal is to get the science-based target-setting to 

become a future standard business practice (Science Based Targets Initiative, 2017). By exploring 

this new approach and, identifying the advantages of using a science-based methodology. This 

provides space for an empirical investigation towards understanding both this approach and, how 

it can help a company to challenge its negative impact on nature.  

1.4 Purpose 

This thesis hopes to examine the challenges that a manufacturing firm might be facing when 

developing a long-term carbon target using a science-based method. With an exploratory approach, 

the empirical investigation conducted at Electrolux’s sustainability department will investigate the 

internal challenges, which arise during their development of a science-based carbon target 

covering the emissions from the consumer’s use of their sold products.  
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1.5 Research question 

This study aims to find the empirical evidence from answering this research question:   

“What are the challenging steps of the target-setting process, when manufacturing firms are 

setting their long-term carbon reduction targets using the guidelines presented by the science-

based target's initiative?” 

1.6 Structure 

In Chapter 2, the theoretical background presents the areas necessary to create the context as well 

as an understanding of the subject. Chapter 3 presents an overview of the applied methodology 

followed by chapter 4, which first presents the case study drawn from this exploratory research. 

Chapter 5 presents the analysis of the findings as well as the discussion. This is followed by the 

conclusions, method discussion and further research in chapter 6.  

1.7 Limitations 

Over a set period, this thesis will run for 20 weeks and with consideration to keep the investigation 

manageable. It was limited to only include three large manufacturing firms with different types 

carbon-based products. Therefore, this investigation will be limited to the process of setting a 

science-based target’s covering a company’s indirect emissions from the use of their sold products. 

By focusing the investigation on specific areas, parts that are not directly connected to the target 

setting process or products indirect emissions will not be investigated. One specific part that is left 

out is, how a company decides on one of the science-based targets initiative’s purposed methods. 

This was left out due to the simple reason that prior to the thesis, Electrolux had already decided 

on both what approach and method to use.  
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2 METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes the adopted research approach and methodology. The research design is 

described in a chronological order aiming to present a logical understanding for how this research 

was executed throughout the project. 

2.1 The research approach 

The research study follows an explorative approach under the interpretivism paradigm to best 

investigate from a business perspective. Interpretivism methods rely primarily on the researcher’s 

element of understanding and explore a problem that is based on a weak prediction. Interpretivist 

paradigm implies that the findings will be derived using qualitative methods for analysis. From 

using the interpretivism in combination with qualitative data, the findings are associated with a 

high degree of validity but with low reliability (J. Collis & R. Hussey, 2014). The study relies 

mainly on primary but also secondary data. The primary data is gathered from a qualitative 

investigation of a company using semi-structured interviews and observation. With, the secondary 

data being collected through a literature review (J. Collis & R. Hussey, 2014).  

2.2 The research design: a case study approach 

The research design is presented in its chronological order in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Research design used to carry out the case study 

The study starts with focusing on creating a good understanding by exploring literature to find 

areas that could be related to the study. During this phase, it is important to know that the areas 

changed and got better defined from adding new findings that improved the understanding. This 

was an important part in order to define the preliminary research questions. When the questions 

got defined, an additional in-depth literature review was conducted to strengthen the theoretical 

findings by adding more knowledge better related to the core question. The literature review was 

set to a certain time frame unless none of the findings could have been used for the thesis. This 

resulted in some areas gotten more research than others.  
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After compiling the previous research and theories the research process entered a new phase. The 

initial part of this phase started with reviewing both the science-based target methodology and 

Electrolux’s current carbon reduction policy including their current 2020 target. The first part was 

done to give the researcher a contextual understanding from investigating the science-based 

target's initiative from Electrolux’s standpoint by using the generic framework presented in the 

previous chapter. In the second part, the researcher will extend the understanding and validate 

some of the findings by conducting semi-constructed interviews with relevant company 

representatives from Electrolux as well as two other companies Alfa and Beta. These companies 

have experience from using the Science-based methods to develop carbon reduction targets. This 

phase helped the researcher to draw an understanding upon going through the process from 

Electrolux’s perspective. It resulted in an early understanding that helped walk the researcher step-

by-step in order to explore what Electrolux might be facing during their target setting process. It 

created the right context towards further investigating the process of setting a science-based target.   

 

In the third part, the researcher observes Electrolux’s Sustainability department by following how 

they develop and set a long-term carbon reduction target by using the science-based target 

initiative’s approach. After the qualitative data is gathered through interviews and by using 

observation. The data was analyzed and compiled so that the findings could be evaluated in order 

to draw conclusions.  

2.3 Explorative review of literature 

The literature studies were held in two iterations to help create a solid background from first 

exploring the field of research to later narrowing it down to the specific topics. From the challenges 

of using a qualitative approach being the human limitations of the researcher ability to understand 

the data within its context (J. Collis & R. Hussey, 2014). An effective literature study creates a 

contextual understanding for the researcher during the collection, interpretation, and analysis of 

qualitative data. Secondary data have been gathered to help integrate and further build this study 

upon previous research. The theory has been chosen for the purpose of giving the reader a good 

understanding in the three areas found to be related to the main purpose of this study:  

▪ Managing carbon emissions 

▪ Sustainable development and green innovation 

▪ Long-term climate targets 

The secondary data mainly comes from reviewing published articles, reports and other related 

digital sources.  

2.4 In-depth review of literature 

To strengthen the initial understanding towards observing Electrolux’s development of a science-

based target. The theoretical framework consisting of a generic model to explore the drivers from 

managing carbon emissions, sustainable development and long-term carbon targets. The 

framework will be used as a pair of glasses to help create the right context for the researcher’s 

personal understanding of the problem. From starting with a personal understanding, the problem 

explored throughout the process. Creating a frame of reference for the final evaluation by 

evaluating:  

▪ Science-Based Targets Initiatives approach 

▪ The Science-Based method used by Electrolux 

▪ Electrolux implementation of the current carbon target 
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2.5 Current situation analyses 

To add insights and validation to the theoretical findings, a set of semi-constructed interviews was 

done to help the researcher understand Electrolux’s limitations related to technology and its 

potential development and, from understanding how other companies have set their science-based 

targets. The internal interviews were focused on the development of technology, based on the 

assumption that Electrolux carbon target mostly involved emissions from the products use-phase. 

2.5.1 Electrolux’s R&D 

To get an understanding about Electrolux as a company and the limitations related to the 

deployment and development of future technology and market changes in terms of long-term 

planning. The interviews were held with three people being related to R&D: A technical project 

manager, senior innovation manager, and project manager R&D and, a category director from the 

market department. Providing insights about Electrolux as a company and how they work with 

technology. Although they worked with different types of products, they provided similar 

responses in terms of limitations and possibilities.  

2.5.2 External companies 

To extend the knowledge about setting science-based targets. Two large European product based 

companies Alfa and Beta was interviewed on how and why they set their science-based targets. 

By contacting each company’s Vice President of Sustainability, understandings could be drawn 

upon how a company can plan and sets a carbon target by using the science-based methodology. 

The companies were picked from the science-based target initiative’s list of accepted companies 

(Science Based Targets, 2017). Companies that had a long-term target stretching (15 years or 

more) and, companies also stationed in Scandinavia was picked. By investigating the same region, 

the thesis allows a fair understanding of how science-based targets are applied in a Scandinavian 

setting. Although they worked within completely different industries, they provided similar 

responses in terms of overcoming some of the technical and strategic limitations related to carbon 

management.  

2.5.3 Interviews 

The interviews are held brief between 30-40 minutes based on the limitations to book the 

employees and company representatives on their daily basis. The interviews followed two similar 

but separate interview guides found in Appendix A. The guides were used to help steer the 

interviewees towards certain areas, but having open-ended questions to allow follow-up questions 

altered based on the answer (J. Collis & R. Hussey, 2014). The interviews were conducted face-

to-face or over the phone. The interviews were recorded, together with notes being taken. The 

internal interview guide helped to get insights regarding, company profile, technology, the future 

market and how Electrolux would fit in that future. The external-guide helped to gather insights 

regarding, company profile, implementation of a science-based target method, views on the future 

market and strategies towards the low-carbon future.  

2.5.4 Development of interview guides 

The interview guides followed a semi-structured with open-ended questions, allowing the 

exploration of the situation of using an open discussion based on pre-defined topics. The questions 

were derived from the literature findings as suggested by (J. Collis & R. Hussey, 2014) and 
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followed an “interview schedule sample template” provided by the (University of Hawai'i, 2006), 

giving the structure needed for a beginner interviewer. The template provides a clear structure 

based on three major parts: (1) the opening, (2) the body and (3) the closing. The opening should 

make respondents feel welcome and, clearly indicate the objectives and the topics. The body 

represents the listed topics with underlying questions. Moreover, the closing should summarize 

the main issues without being abrupt. The internal interview guide revolved around gathering 

knowledge about the company’s core competence and resources. Insights are gathered from 

questioning employees on their view of the company, knowledge about technology and their view 

on the future. Ending with an open question how the company would fit in this “low-carbon” 

future. The external interview guide revolved around gathering knowledge about how other 

companies set their science-based targets and how they envisioned the low-carbon future. Insights 

are gathered from questioning vice presidents within sustainability on their view of the company, 

how they preceded when setting a science-based and their view on the low-carbon future. Ending 

with an open question how their company would fit in this future and if the science-based targets 

are a part of the company’s vision.  

2.6 Setting a Science-based target at Electrolux 

Before this study, the researcher had been working within Electrolux and their sustainability 

department for 8 weeks with working on their 50% carbon reduction target. From this, the 

researcher was asked again to take part in the calculation of the new base year, becoming a natural 

part of the process. Based on this, rather than trying to ask the right questions hoping to get the 

right answers, observations are thought to explore the process and at the same time help the 

researcher understand how Electrolux would solve the problem in their setting. From doing the 

carbon counting, the researcher was included in several of the initial planning seminars, enabling 

observation on who and how the stakeholders work towards planning a new long-term target. The 

researcher will not part of the team when the final target is set and will lack a holistic understanding 

from not seeing the entire process.  

The researcher had to be stationed at the office most of the time during working hours in order to 

perform the calculations. From this perspective, it came naturally that the case study should be 

conducted at Electrolux rather than to investigate another company’s target-setting process. From 

having an understanding about how two other companies worked when setting their science-based 

targets and, a good understanding about Electrolux’s market situation. The case study was 

conducted by working with calculating the base-year while simultaneously performing 

observations in meetings related to the process.  

The observations took place March-May 2017 and included 6 meetings and the researcher working 

with the carbon counting as a part of the progress. 

▪ Two meetings consisted of getting help on gathering new or better data that could be used 

for calculating the new base year from meeting two in-house experts working with the life-

cycle assessment.   

▪ Two meetings consisted of performing a forecast to establish Electrolux’s future growth 

projections. The data was collected from various departments covering markets 

projections, technology roadmaps, company growth and future regulations affecting the 

products.  

▪ Two meetings with an external consultancy firm to review all calculations and estimations 

to mainly find gaps and to help define the scope of the target. The firm has experience in 

setting science-based targets, calculating base-year emissions and, has experience with 

Electrolux from being part in the development of their previous carbon target.  
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Based on the belief that the planning seminars might include both confidential and sensitive 

information not related to the study, the data was collected using field notes. Although, the notes 

may be somewhat limited to the researcher’s ability to interpretative information and, without the 

ability to replay the seminars. It is still thought to be enough to gather data and insight as well as 

to allow the participants to continue working in their natural setting.  

2.7 Ongoing reflective analysis  

Later, the qualitative findings resulted in the theoretical background being reviewed and 

complimented. Several new findings led directly into new research areas resulting in an ongoing 

review of the literature to better define the theoretical background.  

2.8 Analysis of qualitative data  

The qualitative data analysis follows three activities: reducing the data, displaying the data, 

drawing conclusions and verifying the data (J. Collis & R. Hussey, 2014). To be able to conduct 

the analysis, the recorded interviews were semi-transcribed (not word by word). From semi-

transcribing the data, it was directly cleaned from excessive spoken sentences recorded from 

having open-ended questions. During the analysis, findings are related to the literature by using 

the secondary data. The data are then systematically reviewed based on the theoretical findings 

(J. Collis & R. Hussey, 2014). In the latter part of the study, the observational data will be related 

to qualitative findings from company Alfa and Beta. By analyzing the dimensions calculating 

emissions, forecasting progress, target and strategy as well as the theoretical findings. The 

transcripts are presented in Appendix A. 

2.9 Evaluation of method  

The result of this study thoroughly depends on the researcher’s ability to present a complete 

description of the investigated situation. By having a transparent structure, it will minimize the 

risk of being biased. Moreover, the effort is put into creating a transparent structure where the 

reader can follow the both whom the researcher is and how the researcher becomes familiarized 

with the data based on relevant findings. The findings are cross-read by a contact person at the 

company to ensure that the findings do not violate any property rights, as well as the final data 

drawn from the interviews, was cross-read by the respondents, resulting in no complaints on its 

content. 

The semi-constructed interviews enabled an open discussion from leading the interviewees 

towards a topic and later allowing them to continue freely. By doing this, the data could be hard 

to analyze from having too many varying results from the explored matter. However, since the 

study is explorative and the aim is to explore emerging issues from companies target setting based 

on climate action, this should not affect the validity of the study.  

From following the interpretivism methodology, the findings generalizability comes from the 

transferability by applying the findings to another similar situation (J. Collis & R. Hussey, 2014). 

Therefore, this study could be generalizable to the extent that its findings could be applied to 

another similar large product-based companies with a similar environmental profile. 

The semi-constructed interviews follow-up the secondary data. With help from personnel at 

Electrolux, key persons were identified as well as the creation of the interview guide. The 

interviews were recorded and later semi-transcribed (not word by word). From using the 

interpretivism methodology in combination with qualitative data, the findings are associated with 

a high degree of validity but with low reliability (J. Collis & R. Hussey, 2014). Therefore, to 
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increase the reliability, the qualitative sources was spread out from four employees at Electrolux 

directly or indirectly connected to the problem, and two already accepted companies that had gone 

through the same process and from observational findings. 
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3 FRAME OF REFERENCES 

In this chapter, the theoretical background behind setting a long-term carbon reduction target is 

described part by part by first analyzing previous research on science-based methods. Followed 

by how a company manages and plans its carbon emissions in terms of calculating and measuring 

carbon emissions. The chapter then ends with different strategies and innovations drivers towards 

planning a long-term carbon target. To get the necessary insights towards understanding how to 

set the targets and how companies can apply the right strategies. 

3.1 Previous research on science-based methods 

Many of the previous carbon targets have been set by a company’s best estimation from creating 

metrics without fully understanding how to convert them to the needs of nature (V. Hoffmann and 

T. Busch, 2008). A metric describes how a company quantifies its carbon emissions in terms of 

the amount of CO2 they aim to reduce. But, from creating the underlying calculations and means 

to measure the targets. Companies have been lacking the means to not only challenge the 

company’s carbon emissions, but also how to contribute to what is really needed nature 

(Mårtensson and Westberg, 2016), (CDP, 2015). Instead of companies trying to quantify and 

measure a progress that cannot be translated or aligned with the demands of nature. These 

“science-based” methods emphasis on making a better quantification of the company’s total 

emissions. That depends on a set emission trajectory based on the amount of CO2 that can be 

emitted without contributing to global warming (M. Trexler and A. Scehndler, 2015). 

 “Basically, a science-based target is intended to quantify a company's “fair share” of the total 

GHG emissions reductions required to meet a given future goal, whether limiting climate change 

to 2°C, or returning carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations to 350 parts per million (ppm) by 2100 

(as per the Climate Counts report). At the end of the day, however, almost any corporate “fair 

share target” associated with an absolute global emissions reduction of 80% to 90% has to 

involve dramatic emissions reductions (whether absolute, expressed in CO2/$ of revenue, or 

utilizing some other metric).” 

(M. Trexler and A. Scehndler, 2015). 

However, the science-based targets may not be a long-term solution. In the same article, it is stated 

that only a few companies are in the position to take on the actions needed to set these targets. It 

also explains how another important enabler for running long-term reduction are robust policy 

measures. Moreover, from a company’s competitive aspect, driving a long-term carbon policy may 

become a competitive disadvantage in the absents of regulations and policy measures. The science-

based targets are also criticized for not providing enough challenge for companies to help 

accelerate the development of low-carbon technology and, that the science-based methods may 

distract other socioeconomic challenges related to the company (M. Trexler and A. Scehndler, 

2015).  

3.2 Science-based targets initiative 

Science-based is the phrase used to describe a carbon target that is tied to carbon science and, the 

science-based targets initiative is a multi-partnership created to guide and promote best practice in 

setting “science-based” carbon targets. They provide several different methods presented as 

“today’s best practice” in terms of science-based methods. The initiative acknowledges that firms 

may have its unique business situation and by offering several methods the initiative can cover a 

larger variety of business sectors. Depending on the method, they account for carbon emissions 

differently and therefore one may fit better than another depending on the business sector. 
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Meaning that a science-based target is a long-term carbon target, derived from methods following 

today’s best carbon science towards the transition to a “low-carbon future” (Science-Based Targets 

Initiative, 2016). A company takes part by submitting a carbon reduction target that needs to fulfill 

the initiative’s set of criteria as well as being calculated using one of the presented methods. The 

initiative proposes that a company should not use the easiest approach instead, a company should 

use an approach relevant and suitable depending on its potential annual improvements (Science-

Based Targets Initiative, 2015).  

3.2.1 Setting a Science-based target 

In brief, a target consists of an approach and method based on the company’s business sector and 

available data. The data must consist of a Base year (the starting year for the target), Base year 

emissions (Calculated emissions), Target year (End year of the target), Growth projections (Future 

company growth and technology development) and Scope of emissions (What will be included in 

the target). Based on these calculations a company gets its estimated trajectory to stay well below 

2ºC towards 2050. A company must propose a set of environmental targets to ensure that the 

company will work towards following these trajectories. A target should run over a period of 5 - 

15 year. Companies are also encouraged to develop long-term goals 30 years or more (Science-

Based Targets Initiative, 2016). From having a carbon target that is not only related to the company 

progress but also communicating a commitment to a real-world problem by lowering its annual 

emission. This becomes a collaborate effort were firms together can contribute to help limit the 

global increase in temperature (Science-Based Targets Initiative, 2016).  

 

However, the transition towards the low-carbon future depends on two main factors: the increase 

of future regulation and the increased use of renewable energy. Without increasing the production 

of renewable energy, the transition is simply not possible just from companies cutting their annual 

carbon emissions. Future regulations are necessary in order to help limit how companies may use 

carbon sources in the future. All companies would need to follow the same rules without losing 

their competitive advantage from committing to climate change (Science-Based Targets Initiative, 

2015). 

3.3 The greenhouse protocol 

One of the initiative’s criteria is that all calculations must follow the greenhouse gas protocol. The 

greenhouse gas protocol is a framework used by a company to start measuring its carbon footprint. 

The emissions are measured in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO2e) and, the framework 

covers several different potent greenhouse gases where carbon dioxide (CO2) is one. The 

framework divides an organization’s total carbon footprint to three parts called “scopes” as 

presented:   

Scope 1 – Direct GHG emissions:  

Emissions from combustion of fossil fuels, process emissions and the unintentional release of 

refrigerants within the organization’s control.  

Scope 2 – Indirect GHG emissions: 

Emissions generated from purchased electricity, steam, heat and cooling. 

Scope 3 – Other indirect:  

These emissions are a consequence of the activities of the company. 

 

The greenhouse gas protocol: A corporate accounting and reporting standard (WBCSD, 2004) 
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The greenhouse gas protocol provides guidelines for scope 1, 2 and to a certain degree scope 3. 

The scope 1 and 2 guidelines standardize how a company should calculate and measure the 

emissions while, scope 3 is optional and should be included if its emissions are large or believed 

to be large compared to a company’s scope 1 and 2 emissions. Scope 3 covers several activities 

such as business travel, transportation, embodied carbon of products, waste disposal, and carbon 

emissions from the use of sold products. However, what will be included for Scope 3 depends fully 

on the company’s ability to provide data and, the ability to verify the data (WBCSD, 2004). There 

are some general guidelines available to help estimate the scope 3 emissions. However, these 

guidelines lack the flexibility needed to adjust to every company’s unique activities related to its 

business. For example, a unique activity could be the annual emissions from products. These 

calculations could include specific factors such as product lifetime, end-of-life impact and type of 

energy sources such as fossil fuels. Therefore, companies have the option to develop their own 

scope 3 methods and metrics to best fit the company (WBCSD, 2004).   

3.3.1 Scope 3 is a big challenge 

The scope 3 will be highlighted as the center of challenges in carbon counting. Studies show that 

the largest portion of a company’s total emissions is often represented by the carbon sources from 

scope 3. Therefore, a good understanding of the scope 3 emissions becomes a crucial part in the 

carbon management (Downie and Stubbs, 2012). However, from lacking a standard for creating 

consistent measures for scope 3. It is proposed that just by allowing flexibility in scope 3, a 

company will be facing a variety of options that might require an even higher level of 

understanding by the company (Caritte, 2015) (Sullivian and Gouldson, 2013). Without the proper 

knowledge, a large part of the company’s carbon reduction strategy will be based on a vague 

understanding of scope 3 adding the risk of making bad decisions (Downie and Stubbs, 2012). 

3.4 Carbon management 

The science-based target is carbon target with the aim to help reduce a company’s contribution 

towards climate change. Actions taken to reduce carbon emissions by individual companies are 

often described as a company’s “carbon management”. Carbon management involves both the 

target setting and understanding how to achieve a carbon target. How a company can contribute 

from managing its carbon emissions, depend on contingent factors such as a company’s 

greenhouse gas emissions profile, regulatory exposure, and the company's competitive position 

(Sullivian and Gouldson, 2013). Moreover, internal challenges such as having the right set of skills 

and finding insights towards the development of an effective strategy within the company 

(Okereke, 2012). Barriers related to carbon management can be found from several different 

studies. Some of the identified barriers are from the adaption to climate change A framework to 

diagnose barriers to climate change adaption (Moser A, 2010), other barriers are drawn from the 

evaluation carbon management behavior and barriers to enact carbon management of industrial 

firms in China (Yong .L, 2012), and some from firm-specific factors from managing carbon 

strategy, Carbon strategies and management practice in an uncertain carbonomic environment 

(Wahyuni D, 2015). However, to keep it at a general level, these findings can in some sense all be 

related back to the barriers related carbon management presented in an exploration of motivations, 

drivers and barriers to corporate climate action (Okereke, 2007). The barriers are 1. The lack of 

strong and policy framework, 2. The uncertainty about government's action and, 3. The uncertainty 

about the marketplace. The purpose summarizing them to these 3 barriers is to get a good overall 

representation to fit the thesis scope to later analyze and understand the science-based targets.  
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3.5 Carbon counting 

Carbon counting describes the process for when a company estimates its carbon emissions. As in 

this case when estimating the base-year emissions, this is usually by a using a third-party 

framework. For a company, this is often the first step towards understanding its carbon emissions 

and, therefore becomes crucial for developing corporate strategies (Downie and Stubbs, 2012). A 

company’s first step towards progress is by reporting its emissions and will also be the first step 

towards the achievement of an environmental target (Caritte, 2015). However, following carbon 

counting framework is not a step-by-step guide on a straight path. Since, the science behind the 

measurement may follow different protocols, emissions factors, estimations and calculations as 

explained in (Okereke, 2012). Therefore, the challenge for a company to measure its carbon 

reduction progress lies within it’s the company’s ability towards reaching a certain level of 

perfection in carbon counting and reporting (Caritte, 2015). The amount carbon used by the 

company may depend on what industry the company operates in, its value chain position and 

company-specific factors. Such as the emissions from the product portfolio or other technical 

equipment (Volker H. Hoffman, 2008). Carbon dioxide can be related to almost any stakeholder 

from much of the activities done today depending on the use of fossil fuel (Ans Kolk, 2008). There 

are different frameworks and initiatives available to help companies to account and report their 

annual emissions. Amongst the international existing reporting frameworks, the most widely used 

is the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (WBCSD, 2004) (Ans Kolk, 2008) (Caritte, 2015).  

3.6 Carbon reduction roadmap 

The effectiveness of a company’s carbon reduction depends on the level of detail underpinning its 

targets. Where, the greater the details, the greater becomes the likelihood for a company to explore 

and understand how to achieve its target (Guldson and Sullivan, 2013).  However, decisions about 

the future will involve some level of uncertainty. Higher levels of uncertainty will result in greater 

challenges regarding the company’s ability to make some good strategic decisions. The 

uncertainties can be handled by understanding how to add more details of recent technologies, 

fuels, and emissions (Hughes, 2013). For a company to achieve a long-term target, a company 

need to explore these details to develop carbon reduction roadmaps. The roadmaps will help define 

the different pathways and action plans that represent the milestones towards delivering an 

environmental target (Caritte, 2015). The combination helps to justify the actions by having them 

being driven towards a clear purpose and at the same time, it creates the right meaning behind the 

target by setting a robust pathway (Godet, 2000). However, with a long-term target associated with 

climate change, any roadmap will most likely be represented by a technical challenge. However, 

for the sake of achieving a target the exploitation towards finding different innovations needed to 

cut carbon emissions will remain a problem yet to be solved (Zhang, 2017). Therefore, companies 

must promote a dedicated strategy to achieve its technical changes based on the roadmap (Okereke, 

2012). 

3.7 Carbon reduction strategy 

Setting up the right strategies to overcome the technical challenges becomes important towards 

creating the continuation of technical improvements. Technical improvements are related to 

having an innovation-driven strategy where, the results are often from process improvement, 

product development or new product/market combinations (Ans Kolk, 2004). Studies show that, 

while there might be no new breakthrough innovations, there is still evidence of both process 

improvements and efficiency gains (Ghosal, 2015). As part of a strategy, energy efficiency 

improvement is optimal for short-term carbon emissions reduction strategies (Zhang, 2017). 

Companies that have been setting longer reduction targets have been identified with achieving 
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annual improvements from their energy-efficiency strategy. However, the challenges from longer 

targets come from how performance is expected to change in the future. Companies will be facing 

challenges from trying to go beyond just the incremental improvements in order to find new 

solutions (Sullivian and Gouldson, 2013). With having sustainability as a part of the company’s 

future vision, sustainability itself can become a roadmap towards sustainable development. It can 

be a visionary approach based on a company’s long-term future (Kumar, 2013). However, this 

may emphasize on the support and commitment of key employees within the company, otherwise 

the overall technical challenges might not be achieved (Man Sauet Law, 2017). 

3.8 Innovation drivers  

Innovation drivers represents the core driver for an environmental strategy. Which means that a 

company’s actions towards climate change responding both to the needs of the environment and 

at the same time serving the core need of the customers (Frances Drake, 2004). The consumers are 

the ones that buy the end products and, at the same time the ones making the environmental impact 

from the product use. When looking towards a low-carbon future based on product use. The 

unsustainable behavior of today’s consumers is a potential threat to the environment, and need to 

be taken in consideration when committing to climate change (Testa, 2015). Therefore, the 

consumers are not only a key part of any company’s success but also towards their environmental 

success. Over time companies have been looking at different ways of including their consumers 

to reduce their emissions (Hornibrook, 2015), also several studies have identified the consumer as 

a key driver for sustainable development (Belz and Schidt-Riediger, 2010). Within sustainable 

marketing, tools that can be used to reach the consumers are the segmentation of markets, the 

selection of target groups and the positioning of products (Belz and Schidt-Riediger, 2010). And, 

environmental strategies that follow the new market and market needs have been shown to result 

in new innovations (Ans Kolk, 2004) (Zhang, 2017). 

Other drivers that push environmental innovation have been separated into four categories; Firm-

specific factors, technology push, market pull, and government policies (Zhang, 2017).  Research 

shows that regulations have been encouraging environmental innovations beyond just following a 

legislative compliance (Frances Drake, 2004). Another study shows that environmental innovation 

strategies fully mediates the effect of environmental regulation regarding environmental 

performance (Yu, 2017). Moreover, regulations have been found to be one of the most influential 

external drivers for a company’s environmental marketing commitment. With the use of product 

regulations or standards, the authority can force companies to provide information to the 

consumers about the products environmental impact (Belz and Schidt-Riediger, 2010). After Paris, 

the business community has been receiving a clear signal for new future regulations. Governmental 

commitment shows that it is time to accelerate the low-carbon development and to push solutions 

towards a climate change (Wei D, 2016). 

New regulations may act as a driver to influence the future consumers and, at the same time 

influence innovations, markets and strategies on the path towards the low-carbon future (Frances 

Drake, 2004), (Yu, 2017) (Hornibrook, 2015).  

3.9 Consumer power  

Consumers are the ones that decide if they will buy a certain product or not, for a manufacturing 

firm the consumers are important for the success of the company in terms of profit and growth. 

But, as a company, you have the power to influence the consumers. Given the right information 

such as Eco-labeling, consumers can directly influence the environmental impact of a product 

during its use-phase and at its end of life (Testa, 2015). With demand being the key driver, the 

eco-labeling attempts to communicate the products or services with less environmental impact 
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(Hornibrook, 2015). Therefore, the role of consumers in a future scenario becomes crucial. An 

example of how the consumer behavior has been affected can be found by looking at the energy 

labeling for refrigerators in Europe. The average energy efficiency of sold products has had a clear 

increase over a ten-year period. Where regulations have helped to push the performance 

development in all segments resulting in customers buying efficient products (Anette Michel, 

2015). However, it is also presented that the technological limitations start to slow down the pace 

of annual improvements. After doing incremental improvements, the small improvements left will 

might not only be expensive but also result in minor changes. Which could be the result of 

saturated technology from the price to the next step is too high or a combination of both (Anette 

Michel, 2015). Since many environmental market strategies use pricing as one of the main 

capabilities (Yu, 2017). This becomes a problem to keep on driving the development in a segment 

of consumers that are not willing to compromise performance on price (Belz and Schidt-Riediger, 

2010), or quality or to make a special effort (Hornibrook, 2015).  

 

Today’s consumer behavior follows maximum consumption and minimum conservation of 

resources. Products should be consumed with as little impact as possible and, in a way that profits 

both the environment and society (Kumar, 2013).  In a market segment where consumers have a 

lot of power, one aspect is that governments still have the power to influence the consumers. 

Governments can use market-based measures (MBM) to drive the consumer choices with, policy 

tools designed to achieve environmental goals in a more flexible manner than regulatory measures 

(Ruwantissa A, 2014). Governmental MBM’s could be affecting the price through measures such 

as taxes, tariffs or market campaigns (Hornibrook, 2015), (Ruwantissa A, 2014).  

3.10 Application of the theoretical framework  

Reviewing previous literature resulted in the necessary findings towards creating an analytical 

framework that can be used for not only the initial understanding of using the science-based 

method but, also to analyze the findings by comparing it to literature. The initial goal to investigate 

the implementation phase of using the science-based targets initiative approach from an Electrolux 

standpoint. The dimensions identified will represent the framework used to perform the problem 

investigation presented in Figure 2.  

 

 

  

Figure 2: Analytical Framework 
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4 RESULTS 

In this chapter, the qualitative findings from conducting the case study are presented. The chapter 

starts with 4.1, a further description about Electrolux’s current carbon target and initial purpose, 

4.2 describes the results from investigating the limitations related to development and market, 4.3 

presents the interview findings and the new insights from interviewing already accepted companies 

and, 4.4 present the conducted investigation at Electrolux.  

4.1 Electrolux’s 50% carbon target  

Electrolux 50% target is a carbon reduction target that aims to lower the carbon emissions with 

50% by 2020 relative 2005. The target was created in 2010 and, it follows a similar structure as 

for setting science-based targets since they both use the Greenhouse gas protocol to calculate the 

emissions. The current target does have a set base-year, calculated emissions, a target-year and 

growth projections in terms of scenario analysis. The calculated emissions show that roughly 80% 

comes from “the use of sold products”, which made improving product performance a top priority 

for the future development (Electrolux Group, 2017). The use of sold products goes under scope 

3 “Indirect emissions that are a consequence of the company’s activities,” which is optional to 

report but, should be reported if it is large or believed to be large Greenhouse gas protocol 

(WBCSD, 2004). But, to get the science-based target initiatives approval, scope 3 emissions that 

are large compared to scope 1 and 2 must be included by setting an ambitious long-term Scope 3 

target (Science-Based Targets Initiative, 2016).  

 

Their current 50% target has a set process including annual reviewing of the calculations, updating 

calculations models as well as good knowledge for each product family in terms of performance 

and data availability. The calculations also include several other factors that can affect the total 

emissions but cannot be directly controlled by Electrolux. An example of those factors is the 

consumer behavior and the products’ lifetime. Electrolux’s strategy to be a world leader in 

providing energy efficient products is connected to this target (Electrolux Group, 2017). Annual 

product improvements in terms of improved energy efficiency or annual energy are used to 

measure the progress of the target. But, the target depends heavily on the consumers and, if no 

products are sold the target cannot be achieved. Therefore, the two variables that Electrolux can 

influence in order to lower a products average energy consumption are: 

 

1. By improving a product's performance from lowering its annual energy consumption. 

2. By consumers demanding and buying more of the most energy-efficient products. 

Resulting in the average energy consumption is lowered from selling only today’s best 

performing products. 

 

Electrolux aims to use their current 50% carbon target for their Science-Based Targets application. 

Using the same target would result in an already implemented target with pre-defined calculations 

models, databases, and roadmaps for securing its progress. The science-based targets initiative 

allows the re-use of existing targets but, it may be denied if the target is thought to be or, close to 

or already archived (Science-Based Targets Initiative, 2016). Therefore, from Electrolux wanting 

to apply with a science-based target and, hopefully being able to use several parts from the current 

50% target. In order to do so, Electrolux asked the author to review their current calculations 

including the scope of products, base-year, and recalculate a new base-year and its emissions. 

When the base-year is set, new growth projections must be done following the emissions trajectory 

to stay well below 2ºC towards 2050 in order to decide on a final target year and target.   
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4.2 Situation analysis of Electrolux’s development 

A situation analysis resulted in insights related to innovation drivers, technology development and 

the current market situation. During the first interviews, several responses regarding what is 

technically possible were related to if the technology would fit the product portfolio or not. It then 

became clear that R&D works fully on what the market department asks for, meaning that they 

may have several solutions, but the market might not accept it. Therefore, one person from 

marketing was interviewed, which provided good insight on why already good performing 

technology simply cannot be put in other low-performing products. It became clear that if the 

customer does not want it or if the price is too high, they simply cannot use that technology.  

 

A quote will be presented before each part of the text to help understand its structure. However, to 

provide a level of certainty, similar answers were compiled to build strong insights and, will not 

be separately evaluated from each respondent. 

4.2.1 Market 

“A consumer can have interest in sustainability but, when choosing a product, the final deciding 

factor is price” 

The market is explained as consumer-driven. The consumers decide and own the purchase of the 

products and therefore also partly own the direction of technology development. Customers can 

have a value in sustainable products which creates expectations on a brand. However, for that sake, 

they do not always follow what fits the beliefs. In the end, the price is the final deciding factor 

which makes the market very price sensitive and demand based. Unless customers are willing to 

pay more for the technology needed, the product portfolio cannot only have top energy efficient 

products.  

“Today the energy efficiency gains are starting to become small for the customers. But it still 

matters, the real gain is to make sure people use the products” 

The interviews further explain that energy efficiency is a deciding factor but, the demand for 

energy-efficient products is not as high in all regions. A company can have products that save the 

customer money or, target customers that want to make a positive impact on the environment. One 

way is also that as a company you will make the impact by providing the sustainable products to 

the same price as the other products. If Electrolux could produce energy efficiency at a low price, 

it would be a competitive advantage.  

“We have customers that are used to be well informed, maybe we could reach them better as out 

next step” 

With the growing digital era, information can reach customers so fast these days from us being 

connected. Consumers will be more aware in terms of sustainability, price and other product 

characteristics, resulting in a growing consumer power. It is also explained that the consumer gain 

from energy efficiency and water efficiency is so small at the higher levels that, the way to reach 

the customers could be by offering information. Energy efficiency is a competitive advantage but 

could be a way of earning market share and not only focusing on environmental gains.  

“The future customers will be more aware of the environment. And they will communicate more 

frequently.” 

Sustainability is described as an upcoming trend and will become more important for customers 

and consumers. The trend also includes authorities, who can set regulations and standards creating 

demand that manufacturers must develop and offer sustainable products.  
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“Customers will expect that things will be easier to do. When you leave your home, products will 

turn off automatically etc.” 

Electrolux product portfolio needs to fit the digitalization. The digitalization provides 

opportunities to develop not only increasingly advanced products being connected. It is explained 

that smarter product will allow more efficient product use and user awareness in terms of energy 

usage. When Electrolux can present and communicate the real value from using digitalization, this 

change becomes a reality. Along with digitalization, robot technology and automatization also 

presents a value from making things easier for the user. The development of low-energy engines 

and battery cells creates new possibilities for both automated and battery-driven products.  

 

“The middle class is growing in some parts of the world. Some parts of the world do not have as 

many white goods as Europe.” 

There is also a growing global middle class. Where the deployment of new technologies, as well 

as the current strength in the mass segment, open for future markets with more lean products.    

4.2.2 Technology and development 

“We could improve our performance 40-50% but that would affect other customer factors.” 

Continuous improvement has driven Electrolux where, continuous improvements can be 

summarized as delivering higher customer value at a lower price. By working with energy 

efficiency, it initially delivered lower energy usage for the consumer. However, energy efficiency 

is also mentioned as a bit “fed-up” in some product categories.  

 

“A lot of the development is shaped by the customer’s price sensitivity. We could make efficient 

products, but the price decides.” 

Some product platforms have been the same for 20-30 years, making it hard to create big steps in 

energy efficiency. It is also explained that the hard part is not to make complex products, the hard 

part is to make it affordable for the consumers. Price limits the development from each step of 

energy efficiency adding additional costs. Making it problematic to use the best-fitting technology 

in the products. 

“If nothing radical change, they could max the technology within 5 years.” 

A typical development cycle is described to be 5-7 years, setting the development boundary in 

terms of foresight and future estimations. It is understood that there is a lot of development going 

on as well as the existence of new solutions. However, the hard part is to get the technology to the 

market and to make it fit the product portfolio. The development department saw no problem in 

making a mass-segment product that is energy efficient. However, the problem is the demand and 

price. If the consumers do not demand the technology, they do not want to pay the price either. 

4.2.3 Regulations 

“The EU-label is one of the things presented to the customers when choosing a product.” 

Regulations and authority have been told to drive the development of energy efficiency all the way 

back to when it first was introduced. It resulted in energy-efficient products got labeled with an 

energy label. The label became one of the things that customers can take into consideration when 

deciding on what product to buy.   
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“Regulations controls the market and development to some extent. The regulations will never 

stop. The steps will just get smaller and smaller.” 

However, it is true that regulations have been driving the product development to some extent. 

The format should include more factors than just the reduction in energy efficiency. There are new 

regulations coming up in the future as well as reviewing of current regulations. The regulations 

will never stop. However, the criteria will just get smaller and smaller. This could result in new 

possibilities and is something that Electrolux need to take in consideration.   

4.2.4 Renewable energy 

“If the use of renewable energy increases to the extent that it comes with a higher price on the 

customer’s wallet. Then it will have an impact in the future.” 

How renewable energy will have an impact on Electrolux products was not clear. Renewable 

energy is described as momentary energy that needs to be stored. The battery development will 

have a big impact on this as well as how the energy storage can be implemented in the products. 

The future consumers might be producing more energy at home from sun panels or small 

windmills. The production of renewable energy opens for possibilities for smart homes and the 

overall capacity of the products. However, the real impact is thought to be seen if renewable energy 

will come with a higher price based on demand. If the consumer’s wallet is affected, this will have 

an impact.  

4.3 Situation analysis on company Alfa and Beta 

A situation analysis resulted in new insights related to how the process of setting a science-based 

carbon target may look like and its challenges. From interviewing two companies, they both 

presented different approaches towards setting the science-based target, one company presented 

more of a proactive approach and the other a more reactive approach.  

 

A quote will be presented before each part of the text to help understand its structure. However, 

the companies are presented separately to provide a comparison to Electrolux case and, the latter 

case evaluation combining the findings.  

4.3.1 Company Alfa’s science-based target  

“Been working with energy efficiency since 2002, Worked 3 years to fully map their emissions” 

Company Alfa is a multinational world leader from offering complete solutions. They have been 

working with energy efficiency programs from 2002, focusing mainly on energy efficiency from 

2005 to 2010. In 2010, they had a strategy for innovation and growth for the environment. The 

decision resulted in a climate goal that would cover their scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions. In 2013, after 

putting in almost 3 years of effort, they had mapped all their emissions in order to set up a climate 

goal that was covering their scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions. The goal is set to 2020, and they review 

the data and calculations of the target annually. 

“A Science-based target anchors a purpose to a number based on science. Easy to show your 

management” 

Towards setting applying for the science-based targets. In the company strategy, they had a 2020 

climate target and had already agreed to use science-based targets. From having a climate goal 

done for 2020, they already had all the elements such as base-year, base-year emissions, target, 

and scope of emissions in place.  
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“Had roadmaps for energy efficiency, including customers, equipment, and machine design” 

When estimating the future, they took all their existing goals and mapped them towards their 

allocated emissions scenario, in combination with estimating the future development based on 

R&D roadmaps. The roadmaps do not simply tell them step-by-step, but it gave them very good 

reasons to believe that the projections were possible. The projections included the expectation that 

the future customer wants more energy efficient products, the deployment of new radical solutions 

and the continuation of national regulation to remove fossil-based energy. 

“Basing the target on current roadmaps and, securing its progress from having it integrated 

with the project toll gates.” 

From using the science-based target approach they do not only have clear metrics that they have 

been using for the 2020 target. They also have metrics for a 2030 and 2040 target set through using 

the Science-based target approach. The projections created the future they could see today and, 

they do not know how 2050 will turn out, but they now have a clear destination.  

“The science-based target is aligned with everything we do” 

The science-based target is aligned with everything they do today and is a significant milestone. 

Moreover, as the company develops new equipment they now follow their commitments for 

science-based targets. The science-based targets allow a good way of planning ahead and still have 

a scientific number to show for the board. By this, science-based targets also become a level plain 

field since every company has the same target. It does not matter if a company is faster than the 

others, they are all heading in the same direction. 

4.3.2 Company Beta and science-based targets 

“Was lacking a full company agenda for sustainability” 

Company Beta is a world leader from producing powered products. Where they offer several 

brands, most famous for offer products with high-quality and high-performance. The main purpose 

of applying to science-based targets was to create a new sustainability agenda. Previously, the 

primary focus had been suppliers with some product focus, lacking a complete coverage of the 

company.   

“The board presented three accelerating initiatives, was sustainability was one” 

Then the board proposed three accelerating initiatives based on future trends, sustainability was 

one of them. In search of something that would point out and at the same time create a sense of 

engagement and commitment, they applied to the Science-Based targets.  

“A science-based target is more than just a number taken out of thin air, it makes our work 

relatable with the rest of the world.” 

The initiative became a very strong incentive, resulting in a push effect within the board. The 

commitment resulted in a target that could be related not only to the company’s progress but also 

to the environment, at the same time showing commitment to the Paris agreement.  

“Sent in the application within 6 months, having mapped emissions and set targets” 

They had to put much work in creating the needed background material for the applications 

regarding creating the base-year. In half, a year, they went from creating the base-year to have an 

approved application including ambitious targets. They focused on putting their resources on 

establishing the dominant areas for emissions and at the same time focusing on the areas where 

they could improve. They used energy projections following the emission trajectory for three 

branch related sectors. From analyzing the estimated future improvements, they now got the 

direction needed towards the low-carbon future.  
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“Had to make rough assumptions regarding 2035, the product portfolio must have some radical 

changes.” 

They can see technology changes 5 years ahead. Based on this, they made rough estimations 

regarding their future development. From analyzing some of the megatrends, the success of the 

target is based on a radical portfolio change based on the trends. The development of battery 

technology, which can be used in their products and, the increased use of renewable energy, which 

can be used to charge the batteries. Moreover, the digitalization was mentioned to help optimize 

the productivity. They are also aware of upcoming regulations that will affect their portfolio and 

the market entry limitations. Their ambitious target is “not impossible” based on the upcoming 

megatrends and, from wanting to do their fair share to the Paris Agreement. The goal fully depends 

on the increased use of renewable energy. 

“Externally the 2035 target is stand-alone. But we are working with integrating it into our 

general business decisions” 

Externally this is a single target while internally the target is being integrated into our business 

decisions and project processes. They hope that from this more persons can make active choices 

earlier in the projects. The biggest work lies in creating the databases needed to store and track 

their products yearly emissions to follow-up on the progress. They have an innovation-based 

strategy were the implementation of battery technology, and the digitalization in their future 

products are included. When that pans out, right now the next big step would be robot technology. 

4.4 Electrolux setting a science-based target 

During the process of setting a science-based target, Electrolux had a main group of three people 

working on this project. Two personnel working at Electrolux’s sustainability department: a senior 

project manager and a director of environment and the thesis author. Tasks done by the team will 

be referred to as “work done by Electrolux” and, other involved personnel will be mentioned 

throughout the parts. Therefore, any work done by a single team member will be presented as work 

done by the team and not describe separately. The observational findings cover the majority of 

Electrolux target-setting process and, will be presented in chronological order: covering the base-

year, forecasting, and target setting. Due to the given timeframe, setting the final target had to be 

left out. 

4.4.1 Covering the base-year 

From having the 50% carbon reduction target already in place, Electrolux had done a base-year 

calculation back in 2010 to cover 2005’s total emissions. However, from 2010 to 2015 they had 

seen improvements in available product data which made it possible to include more products in 

the calculations. By adding more products, Electrolux would have a better coverage over their 

products total carbon emission. Therefore, the current calculations were screened to identify means 

for improvements towards creating a new base-year based on the same calculation model.  

 

Microsoft Excel was used to handle all the data gathered as well as to perform any calculations 

and visualizations such as charts or tables. An overview of the working progress for covering the 

base-year is: mapping the data, gathering product data, reviewing the data and finalizing the 

calculations.  
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Mapping the data 

The biggest issue with the current calculation was its scope of included products. Some of the 

products were missing data and had its calculations made from using a similar product’s data or, 

by making an assumption from combining other products to represent the missing data. A list was 

made to map out all the currently covered products as well as the products that were going to be 

added. This list consisted of all the market regions, each region’s specific products, each product’s 

specific variables and, a field to later calculate the emissions. Each product was then checked in 

order to see what could be used from the previous calculations and what product data was still 

missing. 

 

Gathering in-house data 

This time, the aim was to see what products could be included based on available data. Several 

products could be added directly from using an existing database that collects annual data for the 

for the current 50% target. Still, several products were missing either complete product data or 

parts of the needed data. At this point, two employees with expertise in product data from working 

with life-cycle-assessment were brought to help review the scope of products. They provided some 

internal directions in terms of who to contact as well as recommended product studies that could 

be an alternative. The work then consisted of reviewing databases, contacting product related 

personnel through email or phone and reading product studies.  

 

Reviewing the data 

Electrolux decided to focus on in increasing the accuracy of the calculations by finding as much 

of the missing data as possible. This was done in iterations by reviewing currently used databases, 

contacting employees and suppliers globally and from reviewing product related studies, 

regulations or energy labels. Data found and used from the studies had to be overlooked by an 

employee with product-specific knowledge. This was done in order to confirm that the data could 

be a good representation of the product. 

 

Finalizing the calculations 

After reviewing the data, it was decided that the 50% target and its calculations could be extended 

by adding more products, from now having enough data. The new base-years total emissions were 

calculated by using a combination of in-house data, data related to energy labels and regulations 

and data found in studies. Still, for some products with missing data, estimations could be done by 

using data related to a similar product or a product thought to best represent the missing data. The 

final calculations resulted in a new and much larger carbon footprint with a few “carbon spikes”. 

A spike represents a product with a very large amount carbon emission. The spiking product’s data 

needed to be further evaluated in order to eliminate any possibility of making a false representation 

of the product. Employees with more in-depth product-specific knowledge were again contacted 

and asked to review the data.  

4.4.2 Forecasting 

At this stage, Electrolux had pretty much gotten a good coverage over the new base-year, with 

some parts still awaiting confirmation on the product data. It was time to gather projection data to 

do a forecast in order to estimate how the company’s estimated growth affects the total annual 

carbon emissions. By comparing the company growth in terms of sold products with the future 

improvement potential. The magnitude of carbon emissions can be identified year-by-year towards 

the target year. This was done by gathering growth projections, aligning the projections and 

identifying other development drivers. 
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Gathering projections 

Electrolux gathered in-house-data from future projections on technology development regarding 

their products, company growth regarding markets-, products-, annual revenue- and regulatory 

impacts. Since the majority of Electrolux’s products are powered by electricity and, the science-

based targets initiative is heavily relying on the future increase in production of renewable energy. 

This was considered as an important factor and was therefore included. Electrolux had been using 

a third-party company to help evaluate and decide from the different methods and approaches for 

the application of the science-based target. During this process, they were handed energy 

projections based on the IEA (International Energy Agency), an agency that are professionals at 

analyzing energy and energy challenges (IEA, 2017). These energy projections covered the 

estimated global development of renewable energy towards 2050.  

 

Aligning projections 

By aligning all the data, their own projections covered between 5 – 10 years, resulting in a good 

understanding of the company’s growth 5 years ahead.  But, from also having some data covering 

10 years ahead, all the projections were extended to 10 years by estimating the missing projections 

based on the other growth projections. Electrolux now had good data covering 5 years and a good 

understanding 10 years ahead. But, the only projection to see further than 10 years was the energy 

projections reaching to 2050.   

 

Finding other development drivers 

It was then decided that after 10 years they will leave the values constant to assume no more 

improvement. Instead of guessing how much the development could improve, they instead focused 

on finding other factors that could have an impact. Under an open discussion about potential 

development from battery technology, digitalization, regulations and the future use of renewable 

energy. How a technology can be implemented and how much of an impact it may have often 

come down to if it would fit the current product portfolio. Speculating in consumer behavior and 

the product portfolio became complex and the technical factors could not be forecasted in a proper 

manner. This was a result of not having the right set of competencies during the meetings and, 

regulations were the only one that could be forecasted with some degree of certainty from having 

an employee working with regulations that could confirm some of the assumptions.   

4.4.3 Target setting 

Electrolux now had enough knowledge on their base-years emissions and the company’s growth 

projections to start developing the scope of the carbon reduction target in terms amount of carbon 

reduction possible and target year. During this phase, two representatives from a third-party 

company with experience with both Electrolux as a company and setting science-based target’s 

together, as well as the vice president of sustainability. The aim was to first evaluate the current 

findings: calculated base-year emissions and estimated projections. In order to then identify the 

needed carbon reduction purposed by the science-based targets methodology following the 

emission trajectory to stay well below 2ºC. 

 

Deciding on target structure 

The target’s structures were developed under a brainstorming type of process by combining 

company’s projections with the energy projections. From that, different approaches were evaluated 

iteratively to decide on what approach could best fit both Electrolux and the science-based target's 

initiative. The process got to the point with only a few of approaches left. They now more or less 

had their best guess on possible annual improvements but, still could not see far enough to achieve 

the needed carbon reduction from the emission trajectory. At this point, they used some of their 

current carbon reduction roadmaps related to the 50% target.  
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Since Electrolux already was moving in a direction that would result in continuous improvements 

in energy efficiency from having the roadmaps integrated with the company vision. It was decided 

that since they could not see any further than 10 years to come, the still needed reduction could be 

their new target. By extending the current roadmaps from 2020 and already having a set vision for 

carbon reduction, the target was said to represent the company’s new direction towards 2030. Still 

this only results in a direction rather than making certain how to achieve the needed carbon 

reduction towards 2050.  

 

Setting the final target 

Now they could see the needed long-term reduction combined with the target being aligned with 

the company’s vision. But, the target was not set at this very moment due to internal reasons from 

Electrolux. They still needed to review some of the spiking product data and, they also mentioned 

some other factors that could be reviewed to further improve the estimations. However, they now 

had the target structure developed including the needed reduction and a possible target year 2030. 

What is left at this point is to decide on the scope of the final target including the amount of % 

reduction based on development potential and the technology roadmaps.  

 

Since it is still up to the science-based target's initiative to decide if the new target is enough to be 

approved. The approval of the target will not be made at the time of this thesis therefore, it is 

assumed if nothing changes Electrolux’s and it will be approved by the science-based target 

initiative. This is how the target will look like.  
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5 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter the researcher’s reflections, insights and assumptions will be analyzed towards 

how the final findings got to be chosen. In the first part 5.1 the science-based target initiative’s 

methodology is analyzed first based on the case study and by using the theoretical framework. In 

the analysis part, several challenges are presented throughout the target-setting process. This 

follows with a discussion presented in chapter 5.2, where both the empirical and analysis findings 

are further discussed in order to motivate how the final conclusions could be drawn based on these 

findings.  

5.1 Analysis 

In the analysis part, all the qualitative findings have been gathered, transcribed and reduced to 

relevant data. The process of setting a science-based target is then related to the previous literature 

found on carbon management, carbon counting, carbon roadmaps carbon reduction strategy and 

the primary data see Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3: An overview of the analysis process when comparing the primary and secondary data 

5.1.1 Covering the base-year 

To cover a base-year in order to set a science-based target. What may be included in a company’s 

scope 3 emissions depends fully on the company’s ability to provide data and, the company’s 

ability to verify the data (WBCSD, 2004).  

 

Electrolux 50% target provided a good starting point by having data and calculations already 

available from the start. Efforts that had to be put on developing a calculation model could be kept 

to a minimum, allowing the resources to be focused on finding more data in order extend the 

calculations. From understanding the calculations input data, searching for new data could be 

optimized by narrowing the search and only looking for certain types of data. Another thing that 

helped to optimize the efforts put on finding new data was, the use of personnel working with a 

life-cycle-assessment expert. They gave direct feedback on the calculations and how data should 

be used as well as where to find more data inside and outside of the company. From allowing 

flexibility for how a company may estimate their scope 3 emissions.  

 

When looking at company Alfa and Beta, they both described covering the base-year process as 

excessive. Alfa spent 3 years to collect data to calculate its base-year emissions while Beta spent 

6 months. Both still must put in efforts to further develop their databases in order to get a better 

understanding of their emissions. It indicates that calculating emission and gathering better data 

may be a long ongoing iterative process.  
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This shows that a company will face a variety of options that might require an even higher level 

of understanding as mentioned by (Caritte, 2015) (Sullivian and Gouldson, 2013). It also shows 

that a good understanding of the company’s scope 3 emissions surely is a crucial part of the carbon 

management process as mentioned by (Downie and Stubbs, 2012).  

 

The development of Electrolux 50% target had also resulted in a network of people that had been 

contacted throughout the years. Nevertheless, asking someone globally for product data often 

resulted in an email conversation including one or several persons before receiving the data. And, 

during the evaluation of spiking carbon emissions, it was hard to find the right employee to ask 

about the reliability. Product data was often very product specific and on a very detailed level. 

Showing that, a company may have internal challenges such as having the right set of skills and 

finding insights towards the development of an effective carbon strategy as mentioned by 

(Okereke, 2012). As well as, how a company success may emphasize on the support and 

commitment of key employees, otherwise the overall technical challenges might not be achieved 

as mentioned by (Man Sauet Law, 2017). 

5.1.2 Forecasting 

After the base-year calculations were done, Electrolux had managed to gather enough growth 

projections to perform the initial forecast. The growth projections are done by aligning technology 

roadmaps from R&D, company market growth projections and, by using the future reviewing of 

regulations. However, during the discussions regarding the potential future development regarding 

battery technology, digitalization, regulations and the future use of renewable energy. Having a 

better mix of competencies available at the meetings may have resulted in more factors than 

regulations being further forecasted.  

 

Company Alfa and Beta did their forecast on from rough estimations regarding their future 

development. From analyzing some of the megatrends, the success of the target is based on a 

radical portfolio change based on the trends. Company Alfa looked at the development of battery 

technology, which can be used in their products and, the increased use of renewable energy, which 

can be used to charge the batteries. The digitalization was mentioned to help optimize the 

productivity. They are also aware of upcoming regulations that will affect their portfolio and the 

market entry limitations. Company Beta analyzed some of the megatrends that would result in a 

radical portfolio change based on the trends. The development of battery technology, which can 

be used in their products and, the increased use of renewable energy, which can be used to charge 

the batteries.  

This indicates that how a company can contribute from managing its carbon emissions, depend on 

a company’s unique factors such as its greenhouse gas emissions profile, regulatory exposure, and 

the company's competitive position as mentioned by (Sullivian and Gouldson, 2013). As well as 

the effectiveness of a company’s carbon reduction depends on the level of detail underpinning its 

targets. Where, the greater the details, the greater becomes the likelihood for a company to explore 

and understand how to achieve its target as mentioned by (Guldson and Sullivan, 2013). Again, 

managing future trends can help handled the future uncertainties by understanding how to add 

more details of recent technologies, fuels, and emissions as mentioned by (Hughes, 2013). 

However, this may emphasize on the support and commitment of key employees within the 

company, otherwise, the overall technical challenges might not be achieved as mentioned by (Man 

Sauet Law, 2017). 
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From interviewing the personnel related to product development and market. The researcher got 

detailed insights to further understand Electrolux limitations regarding deploying new or current 

technology throughout the product portfolio. During the interviews, it was mentioned that energy 

efficiency gains are starting wear off and, that there is a need for regulations and standards to 

change in order to keep the development going. Indicating that companies will be facing challenges 

from trying to go beyond just the incremental improvements in order to find new solutions as 

mentioned by (Sullivian and Gouldson, 2013). Another keen insight is that everything done by a 

company is done to fit the customers. The consumers are the ones that buy the end products and, 

at the same time the ones making the environmental impact from the product use. Therefore, when 

looking towards a low-carbon future based on product use. The unsustainable behavior of today’s 

consumers is a potential threat to the environment, and need to be taken into consideration when 

committing to climate change as mentioned by (Testa, 2015). Therefore, the consumers are not 

only a key part of any company’s success but also a key driver for sustainable development as 

mentioned by (Belz and Schidt-Riediger, 2010). 

5.1.3 Target-setting 

Electrolux target setting came from having an already existing strategy including roadmaps for 

carbon reduction. This made the new it possible to make the science-based target directly 

integrated into the company vision. The direction of the company can be used to ensure the long-

term progress of carbon reduction. Company Alfa took all their existing goals and mapped them 

towards their allocated emissions scenario, in combination with estimating the future development 

based on R&D roadmaps. The roadmaps do not simply tell them step-by-step, but it gave them 

very good reasons to believe that the projections were possible. The projections included the 

expectation that the future customer wants more energy efficient products, the deployment of new 

radical solutions and the continuation of national regulation to remove fossil-based energy. 

 

This indicates that the effectiveness of a company’s carbon reduction depends on the level of detail 

underpinning its targets. Where, the greater the details, the greater becomes the likelihood for a 

company to explore and understand how to achieve its target as mentioned by (Guldson and 

Sullivan, 2013). And, that companies must promote a dedicated strategy to achieve its technical 

changes based on the roadmap as mentioned by (Okereke, 2012). The roadmaps will help define 

the different pathways and action plans that represent the milestones towards delivering an 

environmental target as mentioned by (Caritte, 2015). This combination helps to justify the actions 

by having them being driven towards a clear purpose and at the same time, it creates the right 

meaning behind the target by setting a robust pathway as mentioned by (Godet, 2000). 

 

Since Electrolux and company, Alfa both had an existing carbon target including processes and 

means to measure its progress. Indicates that, the challenge for a company to measure its carbon 

reduction progress lies within it’s the company’s ability towards reaching a certain level of 

perfection in carbon counting and reporting as mentioned by (Caritte, 2015). 
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5.2 Discussion 

The process of setting a long-term carbon target by following one of these “science-based” 

methodologies sure is a challenging endeavor. If you as a company are planning on extending your 

current carbon policy or an already existing carbon target, both of them seem to show similar 

challenges. By combining the findings from analyzing the target-setting process of Electrolux, 

company Alfa & Beta and the literature findings. It was found that, by performing covering the 

base-year, forecasting and target-setting. Each step includes several challenging parts that later 

could be combined into three challenging steps see Figure 4.  

 

 

Figure 4: An overview of how the challenging steps could be identified from the analysis 

In this chapter, the identified steps: calculating the base-year, target integration and predicting 

future technology development will be further motivated separately. This is done to better 

identify them as the challenging steps of setting a science-based target, found in this case study. 

5.2.1 Calculating the base year  

From the researcher being part of the sustainability team at Electrolux and doing their base-year 

calculations, even though they could provide a calculation model from their 50% carbon target, 

recommended contact persons and provide recommended studies. Calculating the base year was 

still a very challenging and time-consuming task. The amount of time needed to review, contact, 

understand and finalize the calculations was soon to be realized as an endless iterative process.  

 

Getting initial knowledge 

One of the things that need to be highlighted is the importance of fully understanding the 

calculations and its data. Since the researcher had seen and worked with the current 50% target for 

a period of 8 weeks half a year prior to this study. How to search for new data became much clearer 

from knowing data type, quality and calculation purpose. With this knowledge, it enables one to 

get a good understanding towards searching for new product data and, at the same time to think 

about how to later structure the data. A good way of putting it is that it may enable one to be more 

precautious. With a good understanding of the calculation model and its data, identifying the 

strengths and weaknesses may to some degree help to reduce the number of future mistakes. From 

having prior knowledge about the calculations and its existing flaws, it is possible to reduce some 

of the obvious ones. Although this might sound like something straightforward, every time 

something was reviewed, the amount of time later spent on redoing things was proven to spiral out 

of control.  
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Having a good database structure 

When working with databases and or other data sources, it may often involve documents 

containing loads of data. And, the first thing was always to understand what kind of data was in 

the document and or wherein the document is the data could be located. It was found that 

datasheets or data sources usually followed a similar structure but, when collecting data from the 

different regions, all the product data had different article numbers and even different sub-names. 

If something is done once and then later when it was reviewed a second time, it was often found 

that the amount of time needed to re-understand all the different names and numbers before finding 

the same data again became very challenging.  

 

This was also something that in combination with a later better understanding about the product 

specs resulted in even more additional information that could be found from reviewing the data 

source with an overall better understanding. This could be done in several iterations and every 

time a new error or better data could be identified. This was something that just kept on going and 

became very frustrating since every database looks differently. The time spent on reading 

something right from reviewing over 300 variables with multiple sources really puts the human 

factor to its test. There was always a new error to be found every time something was reviewed.  

 

Towards the end, an employee who had done similar task simply said “At some point, you just 

have to say it’s enough. You cannot make it perfect, it simply takes too much time”. So, in the 

end, maybe the initial knowledge was not enough since it only gives experience about the 

calculations rather than having experience in reading and gathering loads of data. Therefore, a big 

part of the data quality depends on the person’s ability to gather the data. A solution to this problem 

would have been if all the databases had the same structure or, if possible having all data in one 

large global database.    

 

Communication, competencies and organization hierarchy 

Since collecting data will include several different departments, people, and regions. 

Communication will be a crucial part of the base-year coverage. As a global company having its 

department spread all over the world, communications are usually made via email or skype.  

Sending an email to a person and asking for data sounds like a straightforward thing but, if the 

person on the other end does not understand what the data will be used for or even does not know 

where to find the data. It often ended in several emails back and forth until both understood each 

other. The language barrier could have been one problem but, sometimes it felt like people just did 

not understand why they would need to provide the data. For example, in regions where there is 

no existing regulation for energy efficiency, asking for performance data related to calculating a 

products carbon footprint came more as a surprise and was in some cases not made a priority. 

When collecting product data, Europe had the best data availability. This could be a sign of a fully 

established process thanks to the need of providing product data for energy labels and regulations. 

Therefore, the quality of the data varies between the regions since companies and suppliers might 

not have the data you are asking for unless a regulation demands it. In these cases, when the data 

was of greater importance, the vice president of sustainability had to send the email and break the 

hierarchy barrier. But, during the Skype meetings, the amount of questions and misunderstandings 

left after a meeting could be kept to a minimum level compared to using an email conversation.   

 

Throughout the process but especially in the later stages of the base-year coverage, product-

specific questions often resulted in trying to find the right person inside to company to answer the 

question. It often resulted in finding people with the wrong competence and was directly bounced 

off to another employee. This did not only become very challenging but also a very important in 

part in the later stages in order to understand the data. When the emission spikes had been 

identified several engineers and other product specialists were contacted in an attempt to 

understand if the emissions could be poorly calculated or not. Especially one of the products that 
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went to be the biggest emitter of the new base-year was calculated on poor data. The data came 

from an external source, a product study and was the best guess could at that moment. And, since 

the impact now was so big, it might later become one of the more focused products in terms of 

development resources. Therefore, a lot of time was put on this resulting in several departments 

being contacted but, the right person who could say if the data could be used or not was never 

identified. But, after several hours and days spent on this task, an employee said that “This is our 

today’s best guess and we can only make it better tomorrow”. By knowing exactly who to contact 

in these situations would have resulted in better data or at least a better understanding regarding 

the emissions.  

 

Manage and visualize the data 

A software like Microsoft Excel allows to better manage large amounts of data in a way that makes 

it easily review and later visualize it by creating graphs or charts. During several of the meetings 

having a good structure in Excel allowed the data to be easier explained to others as well as getting 

feedback on the right things. Going back to the initial knowledge part, by having seen the structure 

of the old calculations and how it later can become helpful. Rather than just gathering and later 

present large amounts of raw data. A lot of time was first put into creating a good structure that 

later could be used to visualize the data. This way it saved a lot of time later from not having to 

explain the calculations more thoroughly and, people could follow it in a way that minimized the 

risk of communicating misleading information. A thing that later came to of great importance was 

to keep everything at a good enough detail level. In the beginning, everything was made to be 

transparent and often presented too much data during the meetings or to the team. People seem to 

be very detailed oriented and, showing too much detail often resulted in a lot of irrelevant questions 

rather than getting questions on the things in need of improvement. This data will most likely be 

shown to other departments in order to plan and set the final target. Therefore, presenting and 

visualizing data in a pleasant manner may become crucial for a company to make the right 

decisions in order not to waste resources. Having a good ability to see ahead is keen in any planning 

process and, by managing data in such a way that it can be easily communicated to employees and 

departments may minimize misunderstanding that may lead to bad decisions.  

5.2.2 Target integration  

The importance of having a carbon target align with the direction of the company was first seen 

during the interviewees when the product portfolio was mentioned. Later when the consumers 

were established as the ones that steer the company it became clear that the carbon roadmaps need 

to stay in the same direction as the company and the consumers to avoid the company moving in 

another direction than the carbon target. A good example was company Beta that set a carbon 

target without having it aligned with the company. It resulted in company Beta now finding ways 

to force the company’s progress and the carbon target together by implementing sustainability at 

the project stage.  

 

Roadmaps 

During the target setting phase, when Electrolux was trying to understand the magnitude of carbon 

reduction needed to fulfill the Science-based targets initiative criteria’s. After they combined all 

of their projections and could only see 10 years ahead. And, at that point, one might be expecting 

more brainstorming to find other trends or factors that could enable Electrolux to see further than 

10 years. But, instead, the vice president of sustainability said: “We can extend our current carbon 

roadmaps towards 2020”. It was then understood that, rather than guessing far off in the future, as 

long as the company is moving in the right direction, in this case towards energy efficiency it will 

allow continues future improvements. It might not show how the magnitude of the improvements 

might be. But, for example, Electrolux aims to be a world leader in energy efficiency. Which 
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should result in the future efforts to stay ahead of the competitors resulting in having the most 

efficient products. Then again, this might not satisfy the carbon reduction demanded by nature but, 

it ensures that the company is heading towards sustainability. The roadmaps become an important 

part of having a clear direction including both the company and the consumers.   

 

This became even clearer when looking at the opposite. If a company moves one direction 

following its consumers and focusing its development to meet the consumers’ needs. A carbon 

target might demand a more “sustainable” technology that might not satisfy the needs of the 

consumers resulting in a technology hard to sell or cannot be sold and a target that cannot be 

achieved. The consumers are what drives the company and therefore, the roadmaps are what helps 

align the carbon target, company, and consumers to the same direction. 

 

Processes 

Since Electrolux already had everything set up for their 50% target. The amount of time needed to 

integrate the target into the company’s project and other processes could not be examined. But, as 

company Beta mentioned in the interview, that they now spent a lot of time after having the target 

to having it integrated throughout the company. To create means to measure the targets progress 

and to establish all of the databases needed to collect all of the data sure feels like something that 

would take a lot of time. Judging by how hard it was to gather data for the base year calculations, 

the amount of time they had to spend on communication before they even got people to start 

sending in the current data to the databases. Therefore, an important part of managing a company’s 

carbon emissions lays in its ability to implement the target in its processes to start measuring its 

progress and gathering the needed data. Also, as mentioned in the interviews that when having a 

fully implemented target, the employees will be much more aware and are allowed to make better 

decisions earlier in the processes. 

5.2.3 Predicting technology development  

A long-term carbon target towards 2050 surely is hard to predict. When the companies interviewed 

told that they could see 5-10 years ahead by using technology roadmaps and technology trends. It 

surely proved that this phase might become time-consuming and limited in terms of what may fit 

the future customers. Also, to understand what kind of technology might be needed in order to 

keep the company’s competitive advantage and to estimate how the consumers will use the 

technology. Estimating anything including the consumers involves a lot of uncertainties since they 

can have one will but make other decisions during the purchase.  

 

Finding technology trends 

Technology trends become important for enabling the continuous improvement towards achieving 

a long-term goal. These trends are shown to become more of a vision and, they can help set a 

direction towards where the company wants or needs to be. Without the possibility to define for 

certain what the future might look like, guesses and assumptions build the reality and may 

therefore only be called a vision. It also shows that in order to set a long-term carbon target, the 

company’s projections may not need to be longer than 5-10 years, if you can apply technology 

trends.  

 

But, this might be hard for other companies if neither the use of renewable energy or future 

regulations can be applied in such a way that you can see enough future decrease in carbon 

emissions. Or, if there is simply no possibility to add any of the currently know technologies today 

in order to lower the emissions. Future uncertainties will still be a problem when having the 

consumers or customers in mind. How a technology really may have an impact will be decided by 
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the consumers unless you as a company decides to give away a certain technology. This opens for 

the next topic, the importance of having the right knowledge and experience.   

 

Competencies 

Finding and managing competencies is something that is helpful throughout the target-setting 

process. But, during the meetings when the forecasting was conducted. The lack of competencies 

surely limited the potential of making a better forecast in terms of understanding how future 

technology could have an impact. Having R&D and market personnel attending the forecast could 

have really helped to answer the rising questions and to create an early awareness of them before 

the new target is set. Questions regarding technology and customers could have been brought up 

rather early than later and may have resulted in new insights. It was also seen during the meetings 

that guessing technology and consumer behavior require a lot of competence and experience in 

order to do an educated guess. Also, from having R&D and market involved could help create the 

needed network for finding the right competencies within the company.  
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

This chapter presents the conclusions and limitations of this exploratory research derived from 

the discussion with the intention to answer the research question. 6.1 describes the conclusions 

from comparing the theoretical findings reviewed from the literature study with the qualitative 

findings from the case study. 6.2 presents a method discussion and 6.3 the future recommendations 

to enable further research in the field of research.  

6.1 Conclusions 

This study explains, how three companies have used the Science-Based Target approach to set 

long-term carbon targets. It identifies some of the contingencies related to their carbon targets 

associated with overcoming the uncertainties with planning long-term targets. As a company’s 

surrounding environment constantly changes, the types of uncertainties change from changing 

markets, upcoming trends in technology, and regulatory constraints. Initiatives such as the 

Science-Based Targets Initiative seem to provide a good structure for a company in order to start 

managing its carbon policy as well as to facilitate an ambitious long-term carbon target. By, 

combining a carbon counting standard with today’s best available carbon science. A company can 

cover its emission profile, and with the help of emission guidelines, the company gets the needed 

directions where they should be heading and its magnitude of ambition in order to cut its emissions. 

Also, with the use of carbon science, the target is quantified and enables awareness as well as 

communication to stakeholders. From investigating Electrolux’s target-setting process this case 

study identified several challenging factors that could be put together into three challenging steps: 

calculating the base-year, target integration and predicting future technology development.  

Amongst those three, calculating the base year can be identified as the most challenging step. 

Everything are later to be based on these calculations, from how to shape and create the final target 

as well as how you as a company can make good future decisions in order focus your resources. 

Therefore, the challenges to gather good data and having the proper knowledge to understand the 

calculated emissions is what in this case made it the most challenging one. 

All three challenges can be generalized from not only being identified at Electrolux but also 

mentioned by two other companies Alfa and Beta. These steps seem to occur even if the company 

had no experience or an existing carbon target. Therefore, the generalizability of the findings can 

be strengthened and the finding may be used on other similar firms and not only on manufacturing 

firms. It was found that regarding of the company’s industry, they all used similar approaches that 

differ based on contingent factors. Instead, the study presents two companies with similar 

approaches were, a previous carbon target was in place, and the Science-Base Target became a 

natural long-term follow-up. The study also presents a company that did not have a previous full 

carbon policy that used Science-Based Targets as a strong incitement. However, having a 

successfully implemented carbon policy and an ambitious target implies that the company has its 

direction, but the target will only be certain if carbon roadmaps are developed. 

Several parts of the findings can also be related to previous literature. Literature suggests that in 

order to achieve these long-term carbon targets, a company needs to master carbon counting and 

use robust action plans. Literature also highlights how the future work of sustainability will depend 

on how the company can involve its future customers and consumers as well as that gathering and 

understanding scope 3 data can be a challenging endeavor. Regulations have been proven to drive 

innovation as a short-term strategy. These findings are strengthened from this in-depth 

investigation of three companies which operate in different businesses and markets.  
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6.2 Method discussion 

The study is an exploratory study of long-term carbon targets following the Science-Based Target 

approach by analyzing three large companies. The study becomes exploratory from investigating 

the carbon target practice following the science-based methods which by itself is a new research 

area. From the study, not being fully derived from previous research findings within this area, it 

can be expected that it will have some limitations. However, this study presents new empirical 

findings from both practical and theoretical contributions. Making a basis for conducting further 

research in the science-based carbon targets area as well as carbon practices.  

Another limitation of the study is related back to the main disadvantages associated with the used 

research method. The authors understanding of the given problem was to some extent problematic 

as well as, the case study approach used to explore and obtain an understanding. The main goal 

was to explore and understand the carbon targets from a real-world setting, with the final aim to 

obtain generalizable findings. The findings are kept with a certain level of detail, implying that the 

results could be used as a general template. Therefore, keep in mind that these findings are unique 

to the situations of Electrolux and company Alfa and Beta. However, this study presents its 

understanding of how they used existing carbon management methods and how they set long-term 

carbon targets. Therefore, it does not fully limit other companies to implement this by using these 

findings to help facilitate a science-based carbon target.  

Given the timeframe, more companies could have been included to overcome the problematics in 

presenting more generalizable findings to the extent that the findings could be applied to other 

similar not only large and product-based companies. 

6.3 Further research 

The findings reflect manufacturing firms that had an interest to better manage their carbon 

emissions from products and, by setting a science-based target show a commitment to the Paris 

agreement. The research findings present an indication of two different approaches to the science-

based target setting as well as three challenging steps. Both Electrolux and company Alfa had 

already carbon targets in place and good experience with carbon counting. While company B used 

the science-based target approach to increase the company’s carbon policy by using its strong 

incitement from a transparent target. Therefore, regarding if a company wants to extend a carbon 

target or, to further develop a carbon policy towards the needed low-carbon future. The science-

based targets are an important research area since its framework could become a future design for 

the much-needed carbon management.  

Further studies will also be needed to better strengthen the findings of this case study. Here, 

calculating the base-year was identified as the most challenging one amongst these three 

companies. But, since two companies already had an existing carbon reduction target. The 

integration of the target and the company’s overall vision could not be properly investigated. Also, 

the challenges identified in this study are from carbon emissions related to product use. Therefore, 

for the sake of generalizability, further research should be done including other types of 

companies. 
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APPENDIX A: FACE-TO-FACE INTERVIEWS 

The collected findings from the qualitative interviews are gathered in a table, presented in 

categories and by respondent. 

 

 

 
Questions internal employees 

Theoretical aim Questions 
Company profile 1. Tell me about your role at Electrolux and for how long have you been working 

here? 

2. Can you explain Electrolux as a company, who are you? 

3. What has been your product line/departments key driver in your success? 

Technology 4. Can you tell me about today’s technology, how far are we and where could we 

be? 

5. What is Electrolux competitive advantage, where are we best and why? 

6. Does Electrolux have a lot of new technology or solutions in the pipeline 

7. How far can we reach with the current technology and upcoming technology? 

 

The future market 8. Can you tell me about how you think the future market looks like? 

9. How will the product portfolio change in the future? 

10. How do you think new regulations will have an impact in the future? 

11. How do you think the increase of renewable energy will have an impact? 

12. How do you think the customers will think in the future? 

Vision 13. How will Electrolux fit in this future, what must change? 

 

 

 

Questions accepted companies 

Theoretical aim Questions 
Company profile 1. Can you give a brief description about your background and your current 

position? 

2. Can you explain in brief what symbolizes your company, who are you? 

3. What is the key driver in your success, what’s your competitive advantage? 

  

Science-Based Targets 4. Can you tell me what made you apply and set Science-Based Targets? 

5. What made it possible for you to set such a long-term target? 

6. How did technology have an impact when setting your targets? 

7. How did the product portfolio have an impact on your target? 

8. How did marketing have an impact on your targets? 

9. How do the Science-Based Targets align with other company targets or 

roadmaps? 

  

Low-carbon future 10. Can you tell me about how you think the future market looks like? 

11. How do you think new regulations will have an impact in the future? 

12. How do you think the increase of renewable energy will have an impact? 

13. How do you think the customers will be in the future? 

Vision & strategy 14. How will your company fit in this future, what is your strategy? 

15. How will the Science-Based Targets be a part of this strategy? Is the Science-

Based Targets a part of the company’s vision? 
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No. Interviewee Information collected 
1. Vice President of 

Sustainability company Alfa  

(40 min 2017-03-29) 

Future Market 

▪ Consumer will have a new approach in the future, to find 

low impact products. 

▪ Consumers will look for more energy efficient machinery 

in the future. 

▪ Consumers are price sensitive but, more aware what they 

buy and how they recycle. 

▪ Consumers have been found to have an increased 

environmental awareness. 

Regulations 

▪ Companies must follow the same rules avoiding some 

having an advantage/disadvantage 

▪ The continuation of national policies to reduce fossil-

based energy, will unlock the potential for renewable 

energy. 

▪ The Paris Agreement should unlock several new 

regulations 

 

Science-Based Target (SBT) 

▪ Had roadmaps for energy efficiency, including customers, 

equipment and machine design. 

▪ Sustainability was a part of their 2010 strategy for growth. 

▪ Had been working with energy efficiency since 2002. 

▪ Worked 3 years to fully map their emissions. 

▪ A Science-based target anchors a purpose to a number 

based on science. Easy to show your management. 

▪ Every sector has the same goal, avoiding scrutinized 

targets.  

▪ Defined metrics for 2020, soon 2030 and 2040, this is how 

far they can see. 

▪ Reviews the target annually. 

▪ Developing a 2030 strategy, and will integrate RE100. 

▪ Basing the target on current roadmaps, securing its 

progress from having it integrated with the project toll 

gates. Allowing reviewing of the progress and 

development of the target. 

▪ 2020 target included R&D estimations based on 

development. 

▪ The roadmaps included radical innovations. 

▪ Applied for SBT when they had the baseline for scope 

1&2 and their roadmaps set for the 2020 target for scope 

1,2,3. 

▪ The roadmaps do not show step-by-step how to reach the 

target. But it gave them good reason to believe that the 

target is possible. 

▪ Develops short-term strategies towards 2020, next target 

is 2030. 

▪ The 2040 target is a stretch-target, because it is what 

science expects us to do. 

▪ Basically, committed to be fossil free by 2050. 

▪ SBT is aligned with everything they do. New development 

will have SBT and RE100 integrated. 

 

(Continued) 
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No. Interviewee Information collected 

2. Vice President of 

Sustainability company Beta  

(40 min 2017-04-05) 

Future Market 

▪ Does not see a big change in their future customers. 

▪ Automation and digitalization will have the biggest impact 

in the future. 

▪ Consumers are price sensitive but, more aware what they 

buy and how they recycle. 

▪ Consumers have been found to have an increased 

environmental awareness. 

▪ Are currently making investments in battery technology 

and digitalization. Next trend might be robot technology. 

▪ Digitalization will help increase productivity for the 

customers. 

▪ Some of our products will need fossil fuel in the future. 

▪ Battery technology cannot match the energy from fossil 

fuel. 

 

Regulations 

▪ Weak regulations resulted in smaller companies arising 

and taking market share from not following the regulation. 

▪ Regulations will continue to drive development. 

▪ Regulations are good for top competitors. If regulations are 

weak pirate copies can arise. 

 

Renewable energy 

▪ Will be the main power to charge our batteries. 

▪ Is temporary energy, but with new smart grids and storing 

technologies. This creates possibilities. 

 

Science-Based Target (SBT) 

▪ The board presented three accelerating initiatives, were 

sustainability was one. 

▪ Was lacking a full company agenda for sustainability. 

▪ Have been working with some areas of sustainability, 

mainly factories and some product development. But their 

work lacked in commitment. That’s why CO2 reduction 

felt like the right are to work with. 

▪ Sent in the SBT application within 6 month, having 

mapped emissions and set targets. 

▪ Had to make rough assumptions regarding 2035, the 

product portfolio must have some radical changes. 

▪ Before applying to SBT they already decided on doing 

their fair share to COP21. 

▪ They set a high ambition for the future. But, based on the 

mega trends it is not impossible. 

▪ Lacked a branch standard, instead used energy projections 

from 3 related sectors. 

▪ Can see 5 years ahead more or less regarding technology. 

▪ Uses foresights, what the customer will choose rather than 

insights. 

▪ Are now integrating sustainability in their business 

decisions. New products will be evaluated based on their 

environmental impact. This allows the SBT to be related to 

their product portfolio. 

▪ Externally the 2035 target is a stand-alone. But they are 

working with integrating it with their general business 

decisions. 

▪ SBT is more than just a number taken out of thin air, it 

makes our work relatable with the rest of the world. 

 

(Continued) 
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No. Interviewee Information collected 

2. Vice President of 

Sustainability company Beta  

(40 min 2017-04-05) 

▪ They are currently building databases to cover their 

products CO2 emissions. To work towards absolute 

numbers. 

▪ The VP hopes that other employees will take active 

dictions towards phasing out “dirty” products. 

▪ Motivation, the SBT became a strong incitement after 

presenting it to the board. Resulting in a push amongst the 

members. 

 

3. Category Director Electrolux  

(30 min 2017-04-18) 

Company profile 

▪ Sustainability can be used for offensive marketing, to enter 

new markets and attract customers. But, also a way of 

protecting the company from scandals. 

▪ Smaller companies that aren’t engaging in sustainability 

and in research and development will have a hard time 

catching up. 

▪ Electrolux is a big global company that takes responsibility 

in terms of environmental questions and within 

sustainability in general. 

▪ Electrolux is a company that have a lot of possibilities to 

make an impact and to be heard. 

▪ Electrolux have good possibilities to invest in the future. 

From taking the core values in consideration and investing 

in R&D to make sure to stay at the peak of its industry 

even 5-10 years ahead. 

▪ With today’s fast information flow, you need to have 

control over your suppliers and have the resources to 

follow up on new technologies. Smaller companies will 

have a hard time with this. 

Market 

▪ Sustainability will have a bigger role in the future, you can 

always find products but consumers will choose brands 

with a serious approach. 

▪ Consumers have a huge power but does not always act 

upon their claimed values. A consumer can have interest in 

sustainability but, when choosing a product, the final factor 

is price. 

▪ If Electrolux would succeed in producing energy efficient 

product to a low price, it could be used as a competitive 

advantage. 

▪ Energy efficient products saves the customer money. Or, 

customers that wants to make a positive on environment 

impact can be targeted. Or a company can make an impact 

by making sure that the energy efficient products are sold 

as the same price as other products. 

▪ The product portfolio cannot only have energy efficient 

products. It needs to offer a range of options. But we can 

claim that we follow regulation. 

▪ Consumer power and regulations shapes the market. 

▪ There are no basic products with high energy efficiency. 

Due to the cost making the customer acknowledge a big 

different in price. 

▪ The demand for energy efficiency are not as high outside 

of EU. But we could develop product used in Europe to fit 

other regions. 

▪ Energy efficiency is a deciding factor. a customer will 

choose a more efficient product if the price is right. 

▪ The consumers decide and owns the purchase of products, 

hence the direction of technology and development. 

 

(Continued) 
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No. Interviewee Information collected 

3. Category Director Electrolux 

 (30 min 2017-04-16) 
▪ The consumers decide and owns the purchase of products, 

hence the direction of technology and development. 

▪ Customers have expectations on a brand, but for that sake 

they don’t always but the products that fits their belief. 

Regulations 

▪ Regulation and authority are key driver for the 

development. But consumers are what drives authority. 

▪ The energy label will have an impact on the customer. 

▪ There are new regulations coming up in 2019, which 

brings new possibilities. 

Technology 

▪ The customers decide what they will pay for additional 

levels of technology. 

▪ The product portfolio needs to change according to the 

upcoming digitalization trend.  

▪ In general, a product development cycle is a period of 5-

7 years. 

▪ When Electrolux can present and communicate the real 

value from digitalization, this change becomes reality. 

 
4. Project manager R&D 

Electrolux  

(30 min 2017-03-21) 

Company profile 

▪ Electrolux use to be a driven by innovation, but not as 

much these days. 

Market 

▪ The difference between a highly energy efficient product 

(A++) and an (A) is barely notable for the customer in 

terms on annual savings. 

Regulations 

▪ Since the EU-regulations has been put into action, we 

have seen an improvement in energy efficiency, 

▪ The EU-label is one of the things presented for the 

customers when choosing a product. 

▪ In other industries regulation controls, how your product 

portfolio must look like. 

Technology 

▪ Other brands have been starting to release products that 

are better integrated with smart phones and other 

applications.  

▪ The current technology inside this category could see 

additional improvement for a few years to come. 

▪ There are possibilities to put efficient technology in our 

basic product, but will it fit our portfolio. 

 

5. Senior Innovation Engineer 

Electrolux  

(30 min 2017-03-27) 

Company profile 

▪ The CEO’s quote “En lite bättre värld” 

▪ Electrolux is a company with a strong capital and with a 

good market share. This makes it possible to offer 

products in a wide variety. 

▪ Electrolux is a company with a green profile. They have 

ambitious environmental targets and take care of their 

employees. 

▪ As an employee, you value Electrolux green profile. 

▪ The green profile and the vision is good but, sometimes 

we are staring our self a bit blind on some things. 

▪ Electrolux is a strong brand that has been growing from 

buying other brands instead of from organic growth. 

▪ Electrolux are strong in the mass-segment but lack a bit 

in the premium. 
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5. Senior Innovation Engineer 

Electrolux  

(30 min 2017-03-27) 

Market 

▪ We have customers that are used to be well informed, 

maybe we could reach them better as out next step. 

▪ Today the energy efficiency gains are starting to become 

small for the customers. But it still matters, the real gain is 

to make sure people use the products. 

▪ The future customers will be more aware of the 

environment. And they will communicate more frequently. 

▪ The future products might be more LEAN and produced 

with recycled material. 

▪ The middle class is growing in some parts of the world. 

▪ Some parts of the world do not have as much whitegoods as 

Europe. 

 

Regulations 

▪ EU-regulations and standards are one of driving forces for 

development. But they could include more factors than just 

reduction in energy consumption. 

▪ Regulations controls the market and development to some 

extent. The regulations will never stop. The steps will just 

get smaller and smaller. 

 

Renewable energy 

▪ If the use of renewable energy increases to the extent that if 

comes with a higher price on the customer’s wallet. Then it 

will have an impact in the future. 

▪ In the future, we might produce a lot of the energy yourself, 

which opens for a possibility for smart homes and the 

capacity of our products. 

 

Technology 

▪ On upcoming trend is smart products from digitalization. 

▪ In some extent, focusing on energy efficiency are more 

about keeping market share than what’s best for the 

environment. 

▪ We could improve our performance 40-50% but that would 

affect other customer factors. 

▪ Energy efficiency is “Fed-up” and someone needs to 

challenge the format. 

▪ There are no radical changes in the pipeline, but we can 

change the customer experience. 

▪ The platform has been the same since the 70’s, I have a hard 

time seeing the same improvement for the next 20-30 years. 

We could make cutting edge +-10% and keeping the same 

standard. 

▪ If nothing radical change, they could max the technology 

within 5 years. 

▪ We have the ability catch trends early and to react in time. 

 

6. Technical Project Manager 

Electrolux  

(30 min 2017-04-18) 

Company profile 

▪ Electrolux is a brand based on heritage. People feel it’s a 

brand you can rely on. 

▪ Electrolux need to follow the rising trends to stay 

competitive in the future. 

▪ Electrolux provides the freedom to take decisions and to be 

creative resulting in innovation. 
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6. Technical Project Manager 

Electrolux  

(30 min 2017-04-18) 

Market 

▪ We always aim to be the best with our products. Top 3 is 

minimum but 1 is expected.  

▪ Customers will expect that things will be easier to do. When 

you leave your home, products will turn off etc. 

 

Regulations 

▪ Laws and regulation change with time. And our development 

is shaped very much by the regulations and laws. They add 

more factors. 

 

Renewable energy 

▪ Renewable energy is temporary. The question is how we 

store it. Battery technology will be important. 

▪ In the future, we will produce more energy at home. Sun 

panels or small windmills etc. 

 

Technology 

▪ Home automatization and smart homes from digitalization 

will be the future with more robot integration. 

▪ The development of low-energy engines and battery cells 

have gone up. 

▪ A lot of the development is shaped by the customer’s price 

sensitivity. We could make efficient products, but the price 

decides. 

▪ We have technology in the pipe. But he hard thing is to get it 

to the market because of production price. 

 

 

 


